Google Docs Handout
Easy-To-Use Online Tool
Carol LaRow
Create documents and collaborate in real time, inside a WEB browser window. Or, work on documents when it’s
convenient.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Word processing, spreadsheet, presentation, and forms
Create files online, collaborate, save, and share with others
Edit in real time; get immediate feedback
Upload files from computers to “Docs”
See revision history
Work from any computer

Working With Google Docs:
• Sign into your Google account
• Directions for creating a Google account are available on another handout
• You need a Google account to create
and edit in Docs

Accessing the Google Docs Tool:
• From your Google start (login) page,
• More --> Documents
• This will take you to the Docs Tool

Creating A New Word
Processing Document:
• Create a new document page
• Create New --> Document
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A blank word processing document page opens that looks like this:
Notice the “page” looks like a Word document,
with many of the same tools.
• Use these tools to add text, images, tables,
and hyperlinks.
• Format the text with styles, color, size,
alignment, etc.

1. Create a new document and give it a name
2. Add text, images, colors, change font, and
customize the document
3. Practice using the word processing tools, including adding bulleted lists

Naming And Re-naming A Document:
Notice that your document is called “untitled.”
• You can rename your file.
• File --> Rename
• A window appears; enter the new document
name in the window

• You can also click on the word “Untitled” to rename the
document
• The “Rename Document” window opens as seen
above.
• Enter a new name in the text box
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Saving Your Work:
There are three ways to save a file. It’s a good idea to do this early so that you do not lose your work.
• Click the “Save Now” button on the
right side of the window
• Or, click the Disk icon under the word
“File”

• A third way to save is:
• File --> Save

Google also saves your work automatically.
This is helpful if you forget to save your work.

Customizing Documents - Using The Toolbar:
Customize the document by using the Menu toolbar. Experiment with the different tools to see how
they work.

Inserting an Image:
• Images can be inserted from the WEB or the hard drive
• To insert an image from the hard drive, Insert --> Image

The following window appears, giving you the choice of
inserting images from the computer or the WEB.
• You can browse the hard drive for an image file
• Or, you can insert from the WEB
• Be sure you cite sources for copyrighted material
• Good sources for images are Creative Commons and
Wikipedia; note the copyright information at these sites.
They are very useful.
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Once the image is inserted, you can customize some of its features:
• Click on the image; blue links appear under the image
• Clicking on these links allows you to:
• customize the size of the image
• position the image on the page
• You can also resize the image by clicking on the “handles” of the
image and dragging one of the corners.

• The image of the squirrel below has been moved to the center of the document
• Note the “photo source” link under the image, giving the author credit

Inserting Hyperlinks:
You can create links to webpages.
• Choose a word or phrase you would like to use as a
hyperlink; highlight the words
• In the example below, the words, “North America”
have been highlighted
• Click the word “Link” in the toolbar
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This window appears
• Type the url for the webpage you wish to link to
• Click the “Insert Button”

• Close the window
• The words you highlighted have become a link

• Click on the link to test it; a drop down appears to test the link

• In the image below, notice the link went to
answers.com website, and the topic is “North
America”
• This will take the user to the page of additional
information you have selected.
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Tools:
The “Tools” in the toolbar have features which are especially helpful for doing research. In addition, they offer
editing and research techniques for students, without the need of closing the document and accessing a different
application. Google’s search engine “handshakes”
with these tools to enrich the editing experience.

Check Spelling:
• Tools --> Check Spelling

• Or, click the “Check Spelling” icon in the toolbar

Misspelled words are highlighted in yellow
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• When you click on a highlighted word, a
drop down menu appears with suggested
spellings
• Note: If you are using “special vocabulary”
that the dictionary does not recognize,
you can add words to the dictionary

To end “Check Spelling”:
• Tools menu -> Tools --> Clear Spell Check
• Or, Deselect the “Check Spelling” icon in the toolbar

Word Count:
Another useful tool is “Word Count.” This allows you to count the number of words, paragraphs, sentences, and
pages of a document. It will even count the number of characters. This is helpful if you are filling out a form on the
WEB and must limit the word count.
It also has a Readability formula, which is very
helpful in evaluating the progress of students’
writing. The Readability window gives information
on readability index, grade level, average number
of sentences per page, etc.
• Tools --> Word Count
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This window appears:

Dictionary Definitions:
You can look up dictionary definitions without
closing the document. This is helpful when
writing and editing because it saves time.
• Highlight the word you wish to look up
• Tools -> Look Up Word

A window opens with dictionary definitions, synonyms, and pronunciations:

• Using the same tool, choose, “Look Up Word” --> Encyclopedia
• You will see entries from Encyclopedia Britannica
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One of the nicest features is the ability to search the WEB without closing the document. Again, this is a real time
saver, and it seems to encourage further research because it is so easy to do. In the example below, webpages
and information on the “American Revolution” are located. Then, images on the “American Revolution” are also
located.
• Tools --> Search WEB for Word
• Go To - > Results

Google automatically enters the term in a Google
search box and returns webpages on the
selected topic.

You can also search for images:
• Tools --> Search WEB for Word
• Go To - > Images
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The Image search returns results similar to this:

Google Docs stores all your files in the Docs window by name. The Document window looks much like the image
below. There are three documents in the Docs Window. Each is show a title, names of collaborators, and the last
date the document was opened or edited. As the number of documents increases, this window will fill with titles.
Documents can be sorted by Name
or Date by clicking on the text
beneath the toolbar.

Also editing Ron Cos!
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Inviting Collaborators:
You can invite others to collaborate on the document. Collaborators may edit or view the document, depending on
the permissions you choose.

Type the email addresses of the people you choose as
collaborators.
• Use a comma to separate each address.
• Choose “to edit” or “to view.”
• You can send an email which embeds a hyperlink inside the email
message, or
• You can choose to add collaborators without sending a message.
• If you choose to send an email message, collaborators will be
able to click on a link and go directly to the document.

You can assign “advanced permissions” in the same window.
• Click the “Advanced Permissions” tab
• Make choices for allowing collaborators to invite others to edit or view. (You may wish to uncheck this when
working with several students.)
• Another choice allows collaborators to forward invitations.

Uploading Documents:
Docs allows you to upload a file you’ve created on the hard drive. You do not need to create all the word processing
documents from within Google Docs. You can even choose a destination folder for the file to go to.
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Click the “upload button” in the Docs window

Another window opens, allowing you to select the files to upload.
•
•
•
•
•
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Click the “Select Files to Upload” link
Navigate your hard drive and select the files to upload
Google automatically starts the upload
You can also choose a folder you wish to have the file sent to
Note remark: “Only converted files can be edited online.” This
allows you to edit files created in Microsoft Word, Power Point,
Excel, etc.
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